
MARKETING STARTEGIES OF KFC ESSAY

The purpose of this paper is to critically evaluate the marketing strategies of KFC (Kentucky Fried Chicken). The
researcher will analyze how the organization creates superior value and builds strong relationship to capture value from
customers in return. KFC which stands for.

Aspects of Strategic Marketing 3. T he above mentioned shows that KFC are more concentrated on their
special recipes , chicken and sides order to gain market share by concerning healthy f ood. KFC using
reminder advertisements which stimulates repeat purchases of its product. Following the fast pace of young
professionals, people prefer fast and quality service, and it is becoming a trend. They adjusted the words but to
change public perceptions but they used the same method of cooking the food. Positioning 4. The Localization
functions in two ways. It is located near to schools, colleges, malls as a result KFC enjoys a large number of
footfalls every day. Increase in number of health conscious consumers. People have less time to sit and eat a
home cooked meal, especially at lunch time when almost everyone is out of the house and working. Introduce
a brand new selling concept like having a buf f et style where customers are able to choose the f ood f rom the
shelves and make the orders. The company is facing problem in maintaining same standardsat their
international franchises. Peter, Olson, This report is aim to develop the KFC restaurant in Norwich
strategically by analyzing the consumer behavior and interactive markets. KFC was one of the first
international players to enter the Vietnamese fast food category. In order to implement marketing startegy, I
have recommended in using Gantt chart that helps in effective implememtation. Second, fast food has been
more and more popular While this brand standard chicken may taste the same in New York or Bangalore, the
sauce or topping is changed. Most of the locations can be f ound operating as f ree-standing units and kiosks in
high traf f ic area. Sharanita observes, adding that KFC learnt very early the high demand for vegetarian
products in India. We can thus conclude that advertising strategies are aimed at achieving three general and
fundamental objectives. Retail has grown from R to R4, 5-million. Words: - Pages: 7 Marketing Plan for Kfc


